Two DIF-inducible, prestalk-specific mRNAs of Dictyostelium encode extracellular matrix proteins of the slug.
The migratory slug of Dictyostelium discoideum is surrounded by, and continuously synthesizes, an extracellular protein-cellulose matrix known as the slime sheath which is deposited on the substratum as a trail marking the slug's progress. We show that the stalk-specific proteins, ST310 and ST430, are exclusively located in the slime sheath and trail and that fusion genes, containing upstream sequences from the cognate genes, direct correct mRNA accumulation during development and correct localization of the fusion protein. Immunoelectron microscopy shows the ST310 and ST430 proteins to be present throughout the entire thickness of the slime sheath and almost totally absent from the cells of the slug. The genes that encode the ST310 and ST430 polypeptides are inducible by DIF, a stalk-specific inducing agent, and the mRNAs are highly enriched in prestalk over prespore cells. The production of these extracellular proteins by prestalk cells suggests that, in a manner somewhat analogous to that of extracellular matrix proteins of higher eukaryotes, the anterior region of the slug may be responsible for the continuous deposition of a track, along which the slug cells migrate. In the mature culminant, the ST310, and possibly the ST430, protein form part of the stalk tube and stalk cell wall. Therefore, the results also show that there are proteins common to both slime trial and stalk tube, indicating a possible precursor-product relationship between these chemically similar integuments.